
Frozen semen collected, processed, stored and shipped by Hawkeye Breeders Service, Inc. or its affiliates 
is handled according to tried and recognized industry standards. HBS, its affiliates, its employees and/or 
agents will not be held liable for injury or disease to persons, or animals through the handling or use of 
semen or materials or containers used in this shipment. HBS and its affiliates do not guarantee the fertility 
of frozen semen. No guarantee or warranties of merchandise of any kind can be inferred.  Semen produced 
by this lab is approved by HBS for only “Single AI Use” which  means using a straw of semen in a single 
use, single animal AI application to impregnate a naturally ovulating or estrus synchronized female of the 
same species.  “Single AI Use” excludes all other reproductive methods, such as any manner of producing 
Embryos for transfer into recipients, whether by super ovulating a female and flushing the Embryos once 
fertilized (referred to as embryo flush and transfer or “ET”), or using the sperm in the straw to fertilize 
oocytes with intracytoplasmic sperm injection (“ICSI”) or other in vitro fertilization (“IVF”) techniques. 
HBS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LOSS OR LACK OF SUCCESS FOR ANY REASON 
IF SEMEN IS USED IN THIS MANNER.  The shipping or semen is at the risk of the recipient party. 
HBS and its affiliates does not accept any liability for any semen/embryos lost or damaged by the freight 
carrier or transport container failure after the shipment leaves our facility. In the unlikely event that any of 
our products shall be proven defective or mislabeled, damages resulting from their use shall be limited to 
production costs.

NAME OR FARM NAME ON STORAGE ACCOUNT

TELEPHONE & EMAIL

Date Shipped ____________________ Handling/Lab Charges ____________
Shipper Number _________________ Shipping Charges ________________

Shipping and  
handling charges  
to be paid by:

Insurance - Y/N

HAWKEYE BREEDERS SERVICE, INC.
32642 OLD PORTLAND RD., ADEL, IOWA 50003 • PHONE: (515) 993-4711
SHIPPING@HAWKEYEBREEDERS.COM • Order@hawkeyebreeders.com

ADDRESS/ EMAIL
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